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                        I was constantly updated on my case and am very happy with my settlement.
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                        Fights hard for clients and delivers great results. He's one of the best.
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                        They not only got me the settlement I needed but the settlement I deserved.
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                THE KOOI LAW DIFFERENCE

                
                   INDIANA PERSONAL INJURY AND CAR ACCIDENT LAWYERS

Car crashes and other accident types can leave anyone involved dealing with serious and catastrophic injuries that forever change their lives. Massive medical expenses, lost income from not being able to work, and deep emotional trauma are just a few of the negative effects that victims often suffer after getting injured due to the negligence of others.

Kooi Law believes in obtaining justice for these individuals. If you’ve been hurt in a car accident or in some other way, the responsible party owes you financial compensation to cover your losses. Our Indianapolis car accident lawyers will fight to recover the full compensation you need to get your life back on track so that you can put the accident behind you and live life to the fullest.
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                WORKERS

COMPENSATION

ATTORNEYS IN INDIANA

Injured workers often incorrectly believe that an on-the-job injury will automatically be covered by workers compensation. Sadly, this just isn’t the case, as work comp insurers will do everything they can to get away with either denying a claim outright or paying out as little as possible in benefits. As the victim of a work injury, this can leave you unable to pay the bills while you’re making your recovery.

The work comp attorneys at Kooi Law can make sure that you don’t find yourself in this situation. We’ve helped injured workers from all over Indiana get the work comp benefits they’re entitled to, from construction injuries to work-related car accidents, our law firm can maximize the workers compensation you recover for your injury claim.

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

CLAIMS

Every year, medical negligence leaves millions of people with injuries and illnesses suffered while seeking proper healthcare. When doctors, nurses, dentists, pharmacists, and other healthcare providers fail to exercise adequate care, their patients get hurt. If this happened to you, Kooi Law can provide the experienced legal representation you need to pursue a malpractice claim.

Proving medical malpractice often requires expert medical witnesses, and our firm has developed a substantial network of contacts in this field. Our attorneys can prove how the healthcare provider was negligent and what the proper care for your situation would have been. Don’t let a doctor’s negligence leave you injured or ill; seek the compensation you deserve for their malpractice instead.
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                            PERSONAL INJURY 

                            LEARN MORE
                        

                        
                            Few Indiana law firms can match our knowledge of personal injury law. When it comes to recovering full compensation for serious injuries and emotional trauma, we know how to get maximum compensation.                        
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                            CAR ACCIDENTS 

                            LEARN MORE
                        

                        
                            Our Indianapolis car accident lawyers will build the strongest case possible for your auto wreck claim. The tactics used by insurance companies to deny claims won’t work with us on your side.                        
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                            MOTORCYCLE ACCIDENTS 

                            LEARN MORE
                        

                        
                            If you’re an injured biker, you’ve probably already discovered how quickly you can be stereotyped as a “dangerous motorcyclist.” Don’t let the at-fault party pin the blame for the wreck on you.                        
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                            TRUCK ACCIDENTS 

                            LEARN MORE
                        

                        
                            Hit by an 18-wheeler or other commercial truck and want to hold the responsible party accountable? Our accident attorneys will help you recover the full compensation you’re owed for the crash.                        
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                            WRONGFUL DEATH 

                            LEARN MORE
                        

                        
                            When a wrongful death leaves your family grieving and dealing with the loss, our lawyers can make certain that those at fault are held accountable for the damage done to your family’s wellbeing.                        
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                            WORKERS COMP 

                            LEARN MORE
                        

                        
                            Suffering an injury in a work accident doesn’t automatically mean that you’ll receive the full work comp benefits you’re due. Let us help you protect your rights and prevent a denial of your claim.                        
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                            MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 

                            LEARN MORE
                        

                        
                            Have you been injured due to the negligence or misconduct of a healthcare provider, such as a doctor, hospital, or pharmacy? You might have grounds for a medical malpractice claim to recover damages.                        
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                            SLIP-AND-FALLS 

                            LEARN MORE
                        

                        
                            Dangerous surfaces often lead to slips, trips, and falls that cause serious injuries. When someone else caused or failed to correct the hazard, you can pursue an injury claim for your losses.                        
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    WHY HIRE KOOI LAW

    
        
            DECADES OF INJURY AND ACCIDENT LAW EXPERIENCE

After you’ve suffered a car accident or personal injury because of the negligence or misconduct of others, you have a right to seek financial compensation from those responsible. Unfortunately, the legal system isn’t simple, and you can bet that the insurance companies and opposing attorneys involved will be eager to make getting a fair and full settlement as difficult as possible.

This is why you need an experienced personal injury and car accident firm on your side throughout this process. At Kooi Law, we have well over sixty years combined experience practicing law and seeking damages on behalf of clients. We also have offices conveniently located in Carmel, Indianapolis, and Chicago, and our car accident attorneys are happy to come to you, whether you are in the hospital or recovering at home.

        

        
             AGGRESSIVE INDIANA PERSONAL INJURY TRIAL ATTORNEYS

Ensuring that you get the most compensation possible means working with an accident lawyer who isn’t afraid to go to trial. At Kooi Law, we don’t accept a settlement offer unless it covers every expense and damage you suffered in the accident. You can count on your Indiana personal injury attorney to accurately assess your claim and advise you as to what steps to take in order to get the best outcome for your case.

If that means going to trial, then we won’t be shy to advise you accordingly. Everyone at our firm will know the ins and outs of your case, and we’ll work to prepare you for what to expect in court and represent you throughout the trial process. Our Indiana lawyers are aggressive and committed to your case, which is why we’ve been recognized by the National Trial Lawyers Association and the Indiana Trial Lawyers Association.

        

        
            A MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR TRACK RECORD

Because we never back down when it comes to getting the best outcomes for our accident and injury clients, we’ve achieved a multi-million-dollar track record. Our firm’s success has even been formally recognized by the exclusive Million Dollar Advocates Forum, a feat achieved by fewer than one percent of attorneys nationally.

While not every car accident or injury claim is destined for million-dollar settlements, you can count on Kooi Law to deliver the most money possible for your case. We understand that recovering from an accident means getting the compensation you need to afford medical treatment, pay bills related to the accident, and recover from emotional trauma and other non-economic damages.
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